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IMPORTANT LINKS FOR ONLINE PRACTICE 
 
 
https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/
en/English_as_a_Second_Language_(ESL)/G
erund_or_Infinitive/Gerunds_and_Infinitives_h
j1308050dj 

 
 
https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/en/English_as_a_Second_Language
_(ESL)/Adverbs_of_frequency/Adverbs_of_frequency_ka770358cq 
https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/en/English_as_a_Second_Language
_(ESL)/Adverbs_of_frequency/Adverbs_of_frequency_vh1338648jo 
 
 
 
https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/en/English_as_a_Second_Language
_(ESL)/Prepositions_of_time/Preposition_of_time_-
_Multiple_choice_gp1224171au 
 
 
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=DQSIkWdsW0yxEjajBLZt
rQAAAAAAAAAAAAN__iqyPFFUMDRaU04yRzVBVVdRNThJOFJaNlBWRzNZW
C4u 
 
 
 
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/629cdcc93af07d001dee3814/g6-reading-exam-
vocabulary-t3-2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

    Elephants are big animals. They are the largest animals that live on land. 

There are two kinds of elephants: the Indian elephant and the African 

elephants.  A male, African elephant can weigh up to six thousand kilos. 

Elephants can be up to four meters tall. Elephants need to live in very large 

areas because they eat and drink so much. Every day, elephants spend about 

16 hours eating. They eat up to 200 kilos of food. They can drink over 250 

liters of water. Elephants have very big, very thin ears. Elephants use their 

ears to cool themselves down. An elephant’s trunk can smell food, water, 
and predators. Elephants need very strong legs to support their heavy 

bodies. Elephant tusks are long, curved teeth. Elephants use their tusks to dig 

food and water and to fight. 

 

Answer the following questions: 

 1------------are the largest land animals. 

a- Lions          b- Elephants          c- Monkeys 

2- There are ------- kinds of elephants. 

a- four                 b- three                   c- two 

3- Elephants need very strong legs to -------their heavy bodies. 

a- support        b- weak         c- feed 

4- Elephants use their ears to --------themselves down. 

a- heat              b- smell                          c- cool 

5- Elephant ------------ are long, curved teeth. 

a- ears               b- trunk                c- tusks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



READ THE TEXT AND ANSWER 
 

      Ocean animals are my favourite kind of wildlife they have body 

parts and skills to make it easily for them to live in this habitat. 

When I grow up I want to be a marine biologist to study these 

strange animals but I don’t like the ships so I could watch the 

wildlife in the ocean inside from a safe submarine. Many sea 

animals and fish use camouflage to hide from other animals that 

want to eat them. Cuttlefish is a clever animal that can change its 

colour to look like rocks or sand – It can also change its body 

shape to get into any tiny pieces easily.  

 

1-The main purpose of the text  is ……. 
 

A) to describe someone likes sea creatures so much  
B- to explain the ocean is a dangerous habitat 
c- to explain his journey to a place 

 
2-He thinks that the cuttlefish is ………………  

 
A) too difficult to see  B) clever at hiding    c)bad at hiding 

 
 

3-He thinks that some animals can live easily in …….. 
A) mountains      b) trees      c)water   

 
 

4- When he is older, he is going to ………. 
 

A) travel to feel safe    b) learn more about sea animals   
    c) look after a pet at home  

 
 

5- The word camouflage means the animal ……………. to stay safe. 
 

A) travels to warm place           b) sleeps all winter    
       c) change its body colour 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Read the following comprehension and answer the questions 
 

  The blue whale is the largest living animal to have ever lived on 
largestthe planet Earth. Blue Whales are way larger than the  

st Blue Whales can grow asedinosaur that ever lived. The larg 
large as 100 feet long, which is longer than three school buses 
put together! Even though blue whales are huge, they eat tiny 

like animals-creatures known as krill. Krill are tiny shrimp.  
t with krill and saltiThe whale simply opens its mouth, fills  

water, and filters the water out of plates in its mouth called 
baleen. The blue whale may eat over 8,000 pounds of krill in a 
single day!  

 
1- Whale gulpsWhat happens to the salt water that the Blue  
A. water It gets turned to fresh .  
B. water wallows thesIt  .  
C. out It filters it .  
D. say The passage doesn’t .  

 
2-The Blue Whale eats............ 
A. sharks .  
B. fish big .  
C. humans .  
D. krill small creatures called .  

 
3-What is NOT true 
A. The Blue Whale is larger than 

dinosaur largestthe .     
B. he Blue Whale can eatT  

08,00 day s of krill perpound .  
C. The Blue Whale is smaller  

elephants than some .  
D. The Blue Whale can grow  

buses longer than three school  
. 
4- WhaleA Blue  .… ......... 
A. dinosaurs is large, but smaller than some .  
B. bus an a schoolis large, but smaller th .  
C. Earth any animal that has ever lived on is larger than .  
D. fish uses its sharp teeth to chew up large .  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Read the following comprehension and answer the questions 
 
 

thesmall fox found commonly in the arctic regions of  The Arctic Fox is a 
Measuring a little less than three feet in length, this fox isworld.  

in the summer and pure white in the winter. Adultmottled brown   
nds, though most are closerfoxes weigh between six and twenty pou  

six. Its thick fur coat helps insulate it from the freezing to 
The arctic fox is the ultimatetemperatures and windswept snow.  

will eat just about anything including insects, smallsurvivor. It   
, and even an occasional snowymammals, birds, ducks, geese, eggs  

like mammals, are its most common-owl. Lemmings, small mouse 
prey. In fact, when populations of lemmings crash every three or  

so do populations of foxes. Arctic foxes will eat berries four years,  
ed is scarce, arctic foxes becomand seaweed as well. When foo  

scavengers. The arctic fox is sometimes preyed upon by polar bears .  
tsArctic fox vixens (female foxes) can give birth to as many as 25 ki  

(baby foxes) in the springtime (the largest of any carnivore). Most  
kits. Both male and contain between five and eight litters, however, 

female foxes help take care of the young.  hile the arctic fox is  
exceedingly common throughout much of the Arctic region, it is  

rare in the Scandinavian nations of Norway, Sweden, and Finland ,
ere overhunting. Inlations never recovered from sevwhere popu  

addition, recent movements of the Red Fox into Arctic Fox territory  ,
n the arctic foxprobably as a result of global warming, threate  

well population as .  
 

Fox h is NOT true about the size of an ArcticcihW1  
A. pounds Most are close to 20 .  
B. pounds Some can reach 20 .  
C. pounds Most are near six .  
D. They can grow to three feet in length   .  

 
 (.Arctic FoxWhat is the main prey of the  ?  

A. eggs 
B. emmingsl  
C. birds 
D. insects 

 
toopulations of Arctic Foxes rise and fall according P  

A. winter the severity of the .  
B. summer the warmth of the .  
C. bears the population of polar .  
D. the population of lemmings  .  

  



 
 

4 (.when food is scarce What do Arctic Foxes do ?  
A. south Move  
B. scavengers Become  
C. seaweed Eat more berries and  
D. bears Become prey for polar  

 
5 (.t Snowy OwlsHow often do Arctic Foxes ea .  

A. often Very  
B. often Somewhat  
C. Never 
D. often Not  

 
6 (.sentence belowWhat does the word “insulate” mean in the  ?  

A. protect 
B. cool 
C. catch 
D. warn 

 
7  (.If an answer to a question is “5 to8,” what is the question ?  

A. have an a vixenHow many kits c ?  
B. lifetime s does a female fox have in herHow many litter ?  
C. to How many kits does a female fox normally give birth ?  
D. survive How many kits ?  

 
8 (.Arctic Foxes Which is NOT true about  

A. prey neverThe Arctic Fox is  .  
B. anything They will eat almost .  
C. Sweden They are rare in .  
D. coats They have brown summer .  

 
9 (.Where would I find information about threats to the Arctic Fox ?  

A. paragraph Introductory .  
B. paragraph Second .  
C. paragraph Third .  
D. paragraph Concluding .  



Read the following comprehension and answer the questions 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------  

omprehensionspiders reading c  
invertebrates-Spiders are not insects! They are actually arachnids   

without backbones) that have eight legs and which inject(animals   
venom. Spiders are found on every continent except Antarctica. There  

Spiders are found in every kind44,000 known kinds of spiders.  are over  
e amongSpiders are uniqu of habitat and are often found in homes  

trap insects andanimals in that many spin webs out of silk. The webs   
lfother prey to be eaten later. Larger spiders, such as wo  

las attack prey rather than spin webs. Onespiders,huntsman, and tarantu  
itself at prey like a spider that was recently discovered even flings  

slingshot! Most spiders eat insects, but tarantulas and larger spiders will  
ll. Many people fear spiderseat small lizards and mammals as we .  

fact, a fear of spiders has its own name: Arachnophobia! Most In  
ly harmless to humans and are actuallyspiders, however, are total  

beneficial because they eat insect pests. Even the largest tarantula in  
ess to humans. Aeating Tarantula, is harml -Birdexistence, the Goliath   

starantula bite is said to be about as painful as a bee sting. Some spider  ,
however, such as the Black Widow Spider, are dangerous to humans  .

ionBites from these spiders usually require immediate medical attent .  
 

spiders What are ?  
A. ammalsm  
B. insects 
C. arachnids 
D. tarantulas 

 
2. spiders describehich of the following statements best W ?  
A. humans Most are not harmful to .  
B. humans None are harmful to .  
C. humans Most are harmful to .  
D. humans All are harmful to  

 
3. oundf here are spiders NOTW?  
A. Antarctica in  
B. atesclim in cold  
C. deserts in  
D. homes in  

 
4. paragraph thirdhat would be the best title for the W?  
A. Spiders The Diet of  
B. Webs Spider  
C. Bites Spider  
D. Spiders The Habitats of  

 
 
 
 



Read the following comprehension and answer the questions 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

largest predatory shark and ist white shark is the : The greaDescription  
ayknown andfeared shark. The great white shark is gr-probably the most well  

or bluish above and white below. The largest great whites canreach lengths of  
22 ongween 13 and 16 feet lup to 5,000 pounds. Most are betfeet and weigh   

2,400 pounds. The great white has massive teeth, which are-and weigh1,500  
positioned in rows and serrated. When the great white attacks, it bites its prey  

allyted teeth act as a saw and literand shakes it head back and forth. The serra  
apart. The great white shark often swallows many of its owntear the victim   

attack teeth in an .  
: The great white shark normally feeds on fish, seals, dolphins, porpoisesDiet  ,

bye its prey by electro sense and otters, and turtles. It is thought to locat  
arks, great whites have special pores called Ampullae ofsmell. Like all sh  

Lorenzini, which enable them to detect the electromagnetic fields radiated by  
lfmoving organisms. Great whites can detect voltage as small as one ha  

billionth of a volt .  
unting techniques depending on the prey. Mostites employ several hGreat wh  

of the time, the shark will remain still underwater before ambushing its prey  
from underneath. In the case of hunting some kinds of seals, the impact of the  

d the seal clear out of thecks both the shark anshark is so powerful that it kno  
water .  
With larger prey such as elephant seals, the shark will simply take a huge  
bite out of it and wait for it to bleed to death. When hunting dolphins, the  

d detection from thek from above, presumably to avoishark will attac  
dolphin's echolocation .  

: Great white sharks are most commonly observed throughoutRange/Habitat  
arctic coastal waters, though they likely spend most of their-the world's sub  

he waters off thest concentrations are found in ttime in the open ocean. Highe  
st of South Africa, Australia, California, and Mexico. The great white sharkcoa  

found in the Adriatic and Mediterranean Seas. They generally prefer is also  
water between 54 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit .  

been observed giving births never : A Great white shark haoductionRepr  ,
however pregnant females have been caught. It is known to be  
ovoviviparous (young develop in eggs within the mother's body) .  

et in length uponFemales give birth to eight or nine pups that are about five fe  
ach reproductive maturity when the male is about 12 feethites rebirth. Great w  

ught that great white sharkslong and the female about 13 feet long. It is tho  
live up to 40 years in the wild, but this estimate may be too low .  

at least in part sharks, Despite the fear of great white :Shark Attacks  
aws, great white sharks do notgenerated by Steven Spielberg's 1975 movie, J  

target humans as prey. Most attacks are attributed to mistaken identity. Sharks  
human injuries caused by greatcan easily mistake humans for seals. Many   

biting. If a shark is unsure about a floating-rks are cases of testhite shaw  
object, it often gives it a test bite to determine what kind of object it is. While  

iously cansuch bites do little damage to buoys and other objects, they obv  
body human e on theinflict serious damag .  

 
 



1. likely Which of the following is least ?  
A. shark long great white-foot-Finding a 15  
B. porpoise Finding a great white shark hunting a  
C. water Finding a great white shark in 85degree (Fahrenheit)  
D. oundsp white shark that weighs 2,000 Finding a great  
2.    The maximum weight of MOST Great White Sharks is
 .pounds  

4,200 A.  
2,400 B.  

C. 24,000 
D. 5,000 
 
 
3. Select all of the following that are normal parts of the great  

diet white sharks .  
A. Humans 
B. Fish 
C. Dolphins 
D. Seals 

 
4.  The   are specialized pores

k to detect magneticsharthat allow a   
organisms fields of moving .  

A. Electromagnets 
B. Echolocation 
C. Lorenzini Ampullae of  
D. Serrations 

 
5. mean hat does ovoviviparousW ?  
A. body It refers to animals whose young develop in eggs within the mother's .  
B. eggs to animals that lay It refers  

C. body efers to animals whose young develop outside the mother'sIt r .  
D. eggs It refers to animals that do not lay  

 
6. n which of the following places would you have the best chance toI  

shark see a great white ?  
A. Sea Mediterranean  
B. Antarctica 
C. Africa coastal South  
D. River Mississippi  

 
7. true hich of the following may or may not beW ?  
A. underparts The great white shark is actually only white on its .  
B. length Newborn great white sharks are about five feet in .  
C. s haveGreat white shark  

saws ikeserrated teeth that act l .  
D. years Great white sharks have a life span of40  

 
 



Read the following comprehension and answer the questions 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



PART 3 MAZE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION 
 

1- I am afraid of water so I don’t think to try ………………………………. 
( surfing                          skiing                                 bungee- jumping )  

 
2- ……………………….is an activity on snow .  

( surfing                            skiing                                 bungee – jumping )  

 
3- It is the feeding order in nature , it is a ……………………………… 

( creatures                   -   food chain               forest )  

 
4- Changing shapes and colours to stay safe and alive , it is ………………… 

) creatures                       food chain                 camouflage )  

 
5- You enjoyed seeing sharks and giant turtles in the ……………………… 

( theme park   -    marine park            zoo )  



 

 
 
 

Tales  - snorkelling  - no way – adventure – theme park – 
strange – soft rain – takes ages – take it in – fountain  

1- I like watching ……………….. movies . 
2- There is …………….. , I `d go bungee jumping . 
3- Traveller`s …………… are so exciting . They talk about new places 

and people they have met .  

4- If you go ……………… you could see fish and some sea creatures .  
5- The Dubai Mall ……………… dances with the music . 

6- I would love to go out and enjoy the …………………falling on the 

leaves .  

7- The light …………. to arrive to the Earth . 

8- If you go to the rainforest , you would see parrots , toucans and 

other ……………. birds .  

9- The teacher explained many times but he didn`t ……………. 

 



 

 

Read the passage and choose the right answer from (    a    -    b   -   c )  

 

 Animals must ( 1 ) ……………… clever to stay safe and alive , so some animals have 
camouflage . This means that they ( 2 ) ………………………….change colours , so that 
they ( 3 ) …………………..the same colour as the environment .  

The chameleon can change ( 4 ) …………..colour . If a chameleon is on green leaves , so ( 
5 ) ……………………changes to green , then other animals can`t see it .  

The flower spider ( 6 ) …………………..very good at camouflage , it ( 7 ) ………………..on 
flowers and changes it colour to the colour of the flower . It ( 8 ) …………….sharp 
teeth . I am interested ( 9 ) ……………………animals but at the same time , I am afraid ( 

10 ) …………them  
 

1-      A) be                                       b ) been                     c ) being  

2-      A) cans                                   b) can                         c) is  

3-      A) are                                     b) am                           c) is  

4-     A) it                                          b) it is                          c) its  

5-    A) it                                            b) it is                          c) its  

6-     A) am                                        b) is                              c) are  

7-     A) sit                                          b) sits                           c) sitting  

8-    A) having                                   b) has                          c) have  

9- A) in                                                b) on                            c) at  

10-  A) in                                                b) on                          c) of               

 

                          
Fill in the gaps with the suitable words 

1- I was afraid …………….. the rollercoaster .  

2- He was excited …………….all the new things he saw .  
3- She was really interested ………….. the food . 
4- I wasn`t at all bored ……………anything . 
5- I felt sad ………………….. the fact that our trip had finished .  

6- I was surprised …………….the lights and the fountains . 

7- Ali is good …………………science .  
8- Sara is keen …………..playing tennis .She has won many medals .  
9- We were amazed …………..the museums there .  
10- I am crazy ………………. Playing video games .  

 
       1    -   (    of          -                    about                                     - on )  
        2-       ( on                                - about   -                                    in )  
        3-       ( in       -                              at                                          -    on )  
        4-        ( in                                    - by                                    – about )  
         5- (        in  -                                 on                                     - about )  
          6- (     by   -                                  in                                          - on )  
          7-    (   in     -                               on                                            - at )  
          8-    ( in     -                                 on                                          -   at )  
          9 – ( about   -                               by                                              - at )  
          10 – ( in                                     -  on   -                                   about ) 



 
  

There (1) _______ some strange animals in the world. Elephant seals 

(2) ________ in very cold places like the Arctic. They use (3) 

________ huge noses to find food in the sea.  

The sloth likes (4) ________ a lot. It uses its strong arms to hold on 

to the tree whilst it sleeps. The sloth looks very strange when it 

walks because it (5) ________ very slowly. 

The clownfish is a tiny fish that lives in (6) _______ seas. You might 

be (7) ________ to learn that the clownfish eats other (8) ________ 

fish. It is a meat-eater! It is clever at (9) ________ between the rocks 

to hunt for food. 

The beluga whale is strange and beautiful. It uses (10) ________ 

thick skin and blubber to keep warm in the icy Arctic sea 

 

1. A -is                                  B -are                                   C- am 

2. A- live                              B -lives                                  C- living 

3. A -they                            B -them                                 C- their 

4. A- slept                            B- sleeps                               C- sleeping 

5. A - move                           B- moves                              C- moving 

6. A- warm                            B-   warmly                          C -warms 

7. A- surprise                        B- surprised                         C -surprising 

8. A - big                                 B- slow                                  C- small 

9. A - hiding                          B- hides                                 C- hide 

10. A- it                                   B- its                                       C- it's 

We go camping in 1 (a. Summer / b. Winter/ c. Spring). My mother 2 

(a. cooks/ b. cook/ c. cooking) delicious food. My father makes 3 (a. 

campfire /b. play/ c. read). We 4 (a. sleeps/ b. sleep/ c. sleeping) in 

the tent. I feel 5 (a. sad/ b. angry/ c. happy). 



Part 2 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


